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                                                   BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY |  Mio Sushi Westlake

Located in South Lake Union, the hottest and fastest growing tech live and work neighborhood 
in all of Seattle, Mio Sushi Westlake is less than a couple of blocks from the literal heart of it all!

Just off the intersection of Denny and Westlake, located in Rollins Flats mixed-use building, Mio 
Sushi  has been serving its guests fine Japanese cuisine for more than 8 years.  It has stood the 
literal test of time in terms of  SLU restaurant business viability.

This attractive restaurant with a fully equipped kitchen including an approx 15' Type 1 hood is 
walking distance to every important tech company in the city - with more on the way.  There is 
more than 2 million square feet of new office planned or permitted within 8 blocks!

Still room for upside including adding weekends, catering, and/or a full bar. Bring your Concept!

            Overview
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Facebook is dram at ically 

grow ing t heir  engineer ing 

cent er  by adding over  

630,000 SF of  NEW of f ice

St unning NEW 
project  includes

420,000  SF of  
of f ice 

Est  Open is 2022 

New Google Cam pus

Feat ur ing m ore t han  

930,000 SF of  of f ice! 

Est . Com plet ion is 2021
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-  Great Visibility, Strong foot traffic      - Street facing window line 
-  Local Favorite for 8+ years                    - Full Kitchen
-  In the heart of SLU                          - Approx 15' Type 1 hood 
- Two blocks from Amazon HQ     - 2 ADA Restrooms 
- Along the Seattle Street Car Route - Generous Walk-In Fridge and Freezer             
- Synergistic Co-Tenants including - Seating for 47 plus 6 chairs at Sushi Bar  
   The Bar Method,  BECU, & soon to - Retail, Residential and Corporate Office Density! 
   open Barry's Boot Camp                    

          PRICE                  SIZE                 *RENT            NNN                  *TOTAL MONTHLY RENT inc NNN

$200,000.00 2,004  SF $5982 $1699 $7,681.00

            Highlights
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* SUBJECT TO CHANGE as part of a New Direct Lease
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The information supplied herein is from sources we deem reliable. It is provided without any representation, warranty or guarantee, expressed or implied, 
as to its accuracy. Prospective Buyer or Tenant should conduct an independent investigation and verification of all matters deemed to be material, 

including, but not limited to, statements of income and expenses. Consult your attorney, accountant, and/or professional advisor. 


